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Summary;

This paper is limited to the interests of the EAES-symposium, namely

the use of reactors for materials research and testing, for convenience

we exclude consideration of chemical effects and problems of coolant

technology. Its purpose is to try to define the general requirements for

irradiation experiments and the reactors housing them; to see what faci-

lities for irradiation experiments are available -within the European Atomic

Energy Society countries and finally, to point out possible limitations of

these facilities.
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SOME GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR IRRADIATION EXPERIMENTS

IMPORTANT EXPERIMENTS

Essentially there are two widely different classes of material

1) fissile

2) structural.

In the latter category we include all solid materials used in a reactor

structure eo g. moderators, canning as well as principal load bearing

items. If we for convenience exclude fast reactor fuels the classification

also determines the required neutron atmosphere i. e. thermal and fast

neutrons for material types i and 2 respectively.

For either class of material we may also distinguish two main

types of experiment

A) Engineering test experiment

B) Basic physical property determination

By A) we imply the testing of a large complex item or part of such an item

e. g. fuel element or control rod, under conditions as near like those of

proposed operation as possible» The test may be a proof test or design to

supply engineering data. On the other hand type B) tests are performed

with a view to establishing the physical properties of the material itself

rather than to establish the behaviour in a particular special engineering

condition or assembly. Such tests demand the irradiation of small amounts

of material - fissile or structural - under accurately known and perferably

widely variable conditions» In general type A) experiments will always

make larger demands on the space available inside and around the reactor

than those of type B), this is not to imply that the latter type are always

readily housed in a reactor.



NECESSARY EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS.

We list the following:

a) Specimen type and size

b) Heat output from experiment

c) Temperature of specimen

d) Atmosphere around specimen

e) Neutron atmosphere

Clearly the above are not independent variables. Each aspect is discussed

in greater detail below.

a) Specimen size. The choice may he governed by the available space

in the reactor facility; in most cases we feel that the specimen

must be smaller than would be the case under more ordinary conditions.

With type B experiments this is not necessarily disadvantageous although

may demand changes in conventional testing methods. Type A experiments

may be prohibited, and often are, purely on the groundsof size.

b) Heat output from experiment. This may be so large as several

hundred kilowatts due to fission or ^f heating in the specimen

or other accessory equipment e. g. pressure tubes in loops. The total

heat output may limit the size of specimen en account of either safety

considerations or expense of ancillary equipment. On the other hand an

apparently simple irradiation of type B may become expensive and compli-

cated due to problems of fission or Y' heat removal.

c) Temperature. Accepting the necessary limitations due to safety

the temperature of a specimen need not in itself be a limiting factor

but it is a most important variable and the following situäions may arise.

1. Extremely low temperature may be incompatible with high flux

values due to excessive yheat.

2. The provision of realistic temperature conditions coupled with

desirable heat ratings in type A tests may be difficult to realise

without or with enrichment due to initial low neutron flux, absorption

or flux depression.

3. In tests of type B the maintenance of constant temperature condi-

tions is imperative and whereas it may not be impractical to arrange

can lead to fewer and possibly smaller specimens being irradiated

in a given facility than might at first be thought.



d) Atmosphere around the specimen . In type A tests the choice of

atmosphere - usually the coolant - is often an integral part of the

experiment and measures are taken to ensure the conditions desired are

obtained. In type B tests however the atmosphere may on the one hand

give protection to the specimen i. e. it will be a neutral or inert atmosphere

or, on the other hand, it can be an important variable so that one wishes

to determine the effects of trace impurities on the irradiation behaviour

of the sample.

e) Neutron atmosphere. The control of the neutron atmosphere in

which the irradiation is made and the provision of a satisfactory

measure of irradiation dcse pose problems most difficult to solve. The

problems vary dependent upon whether the atmosphere required is one of

slow or fast neutrons so we choose to deal with each type in turn.

1. Slow neutron atmospheres. In experiments of type B no serious

difficulties should arise, the experimental volume is normally

quite small and although desirable, constancy of flux is not essential,

provided heat ratings are not seriously effected and temperature

control of the specimen can be maintained. Requirements for

engineering tests may often be conflicting. The experiment may

demand a large volume in the reactor having flux constant in space

and preferably with time. On the other hand certain experiments

may demand the study of the effects of sharp flux gradients. The

integrated neutron dose, even if not uniform over the specimen

can at least be satisfactorily measured. Our impressions are

that small fuel sample tests are probably most easily accommodated

in research reactors. Useful thermal fluxes up to 10 n/cm / s

are required. Although the value of engineering tests has at times

been disputed we accept the need for them and suggest that there

will always be a demand for large experimental facilities providing

high values of useful thermal flux so that desirable fuel heat ratings

may be achieved with no or only moderate enrichment thus the

requirements appear to be

I) large and small in core facilities

II) high values of useful thermal flux 5 x 10 - 10 n/cm / s

M) large amounts of money for type A tests.

2 Fast neutron atmospheres. Our term "neutron atmosphere" in this

context really includes three aspects

flux n/cm / s
integrated dose nvt

neutron spectrum



and it is true to say that no simple or adequate methods are

available to provide accurate measures of these quantities. Fast

neutron atmospheres are primarily required for type B experi-

ments on class 2 materials. The intention is to perform well

proven tests on irradiated material "neutron dose" being a new

variable to be added to the standard ones such as temperature,

atmosphere, previous treatment, composition etc. If we say that

there is a need to approach integrated neutron doses up to 10 nvt

we require fluxes /-v/10 n/cm /s if very long irradiation times

are to be avoided. The object is to obtain data which may be used

for provision of ad hoc hypotheses or as basic material for a proper

theoretical study concerning irradiation damage effects. It is

therefore clear that all normal variables together with our variable

"neutron atmosphere" must be carefully controlled and varied in

turn. The reason for an empirical approach is clear - even if it

were possible to measure all aspects of the neutron atmosphere

there are, at the present day, no means whereby one can relate

theoretically the atomic damage produced (assuming this can be

determined) with changes in the macroscopic properties of matter.

A proper empirical approach must therefore attempt to

standardize experimental conditions as carefully as possible.

Experimental results must be meaningful and not only meaningful

to the one who obtains them.

For our important variable neutron atmosphere we require

a) access to different and reproducible neutron atmospheres

b) methods of describing neutron atmospheres

c) methods both empirical and theoretical of translating irradiation

results obtained in one neutron atmosphere (e. g. research

reactor ) to other neutron atmospheres (e. g. another research

reactor or power producing reactor).

SOME PROPOSALS

If the arguments given above are accepted it is our belief that

few organisations can carry out a full and carefully controlled programme

of basic property determination on either scientifically interesting or

technically important materials. The large number of ordinary variables,

the large number of materials or conditions of materials, the small number



of specimens that can be properly irradiated at one time in a given facility,

the limited number of facilities available, the absence of any standard or

reliable "neutron atmosphere monitoring" or accepted "damage monitoring"

make the chance of success small and the cost prohibitive. We should

therefore like to conclude this section of the paper with a list of proposals

and statements which may serve as a basis for further discussion regarding

irradiation experiments.

1. Results of irradiation experiments must have intrinsic value so

that those obtained at one institution may have value for others.

In this way a body of experimental data can be accumulated and serve for

empirical or theoretical correlation o£ radiation effects.

2. 1. implies that all experimental variables such as irradiation tempera-

ture, irradiation atmosphere, purity or composition of material

etc. shall be rigorously controlled and measured.

3. Specimen shapes and sizes, post irradiation testing methods

(particularly in the case of mechanical tests) should where possible

be standardized.

4. Better methods of evaluating fast neutron atmospheres (flux,

integrated dose and spectrum) must be found. Recommendations

for standardization of monitors and their use should be made. The

possibilities of calculating neutron spectra should be investigated more

fully.

5. Lacking proper or sufficientneutron monitors the use of "damage

monitors" i.e. using the relative change in some readily observable

physical property as a measure of neutron dose, should be pursued and

attempts to use such monitors in a standard fashion should be made.

6. The pursuit of several identical experiments in different neutron

atmospheres (involving different reactors) should be attempted

in order to provide data for an empirical correlation of radiation damage

effects in these atmospheres.

7. The programme of work for a given material - let us for example

take the study of irradiation effects on the mechanical properties

of Zircaloy-2 (including for example, temperature, previous treatment,

impurity content, atmosphere, general composition) can be so large that,

without running the risk of any kind of commercial competition, there is

an acute need for cooperative research programmes in the E. A. S. countries.



AVAILABLE IRRADIATION FACILITIES

The attached table lists reactors suitable for materials testing

that at present exist or are planned in the E. A. E. S. countries. Details

of the types of irradiation facility available are also given. The somewhat

arbitrary criteria of thermal neutron flux 5 x 1 0 n/cm / s and minimum

power 5 MW have been used in choosing the reactors listed.

The reactors fall into three main groups: swimming pool reactors,

closed tank, light water moderated and cooled reactors and heavy water

moderated reactors. The latter category may also be divided into those

using highly enriched fuel and those with low fuel enrichment. Although the

nuclear characteristics of these reactor types differ we consider it true

to say that if one is dealing with reactors possessing compact cores both

light and heavy water moderated reactors can provide the high thermal

flux values that are normally demanded in materials testing namely

r^f 10 n/cm / s . Unfortunately reactors are normally described in

terms of the maximum flux in the core and this can be misleading since

flux depressions produced when experiments are placed in the core can

cause the maximum usable flux to be much less than the unperturbed value.

Considering the neutron energy spectrum, the light water moderated

reactors provide good fast neutron (> 1 MeV) fluxes which can be as high

or higher than 10 n/cm / s . The heavy water moderated reactors are

less well placed in this respect but the disadvantage can be remedied by

the use of special converter fuel elements which increase the fast flux

locally.

A high performance reflector is often looked upon as advantageous

but it must be remembered that although there may be a very large

unperturbed thermal flux in the reflector this again is not always available

for experiments - at least not high absorption experiments. Furthermore

by extensive use of the reflector conditions in the core may be adversely

affected. The above considerations apply only on the assumption that the

highest neutron fluxes are required. We shall return to this point later.

We list three aspects regarding the use of research reactors for

materials testing

1) Core volume and the experimentalvciume available in the core

2) Accessibility for experiments

3) The constancy and definition of the experimental conditions -

particularly with regard to neutron and gamma fluxes.



We shall not discuss points 1 and 2 further in this paper since it is not

our purpose to compare the merits of different reactor designs. The

wide variety of existing research reactor types indicates that there are

many possibilities and the fact that a research reactor must cover needs

other than those required for materials testing further complicates any

such discussion.

The neutron and gamma fluxes prevailing in a reactor are those

quantities which the experimenter cannot control. In a high flux, high

power reactor both will change considerably over the volume of the core

vdth progressive burn up of the fuel and changes in the shim-safety rod

positions. This is most evident in the light water moderated tank type

reactors with their very small core volume and high power ratings. Here

the flux value may easily change by a factor 2 or more over the height of

the core curing fuel burn up. Such changes are not so serious in the DO

moderated systems with their larger core volumes and more open lattices

but they are still encountered. In the open pool type reactors the effects

may not be very serious but this is due to their low power.

These variations in neutron and Y' flux with time are intrinsic

aspects of the reactor's design, it must be stated that the difficulties

encountered in the search for constant flux conditions in reactor cores

is the price paid for the additional demand for high flux values. The

problems that arise from the above considerations are often aggravated by

the lack of satisfactory monitoring techniques for fast neutron spectra.

Remembering also the content of the first sections of this paper,

i. e. there is a need to sharpen the control over the parameters for an

experiment; that there is also need for large experimental facilities:

then these conditions are not easily met in any one materials testing

or research reactor if the experimenter maintains his demand for maximum

flux values. For large component irradiation possibly the only satisfactory

answer are the engineering test reactors of the Pluto or Pegase type or

the building of special reactors, so called "reactor experiments"; the

latter of course being suitable for the testing of all aspects of design and

not just those associated with materials. Otherwise the search for constant

reproducible neutron atmospheres must, we feel, lead one to lower flux

regions and an experimenter must decide whether he really needs the prime

flux in the core or whether the more versatile facilities outside the core

can prove as good for his purpose.If they can, then this sets requirements

for experimental facilities outside the core: in the reflectors for D?O

systems and in the pools for the light water systems.
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Nearly all the reactors listed in the table must satisfy needs other

than just those for materials testing they are therefore equipped with many

beam tubes. These can be used for irradiation experiments butthey are,

we feel, the least ideal experimental facilities as they possess very uneven

flux distribution and are thus suitable for only the smallest test specimens.

Should they be used for materials testing they should be either holes

going straight through the core (so called "glory holes") or tangential

beam tubes passing right by the reactor vessel through a region of evenly

distributed flux. All such beam tubes influence the core and their effect

must be compensated by increased fuel loadings and power ratings in the

core.

Clearly from what has been said earlier there is essentially no

such thing as a simple capsule experiment. The careful control of the

conditions under which material must be irradiated means that irradiations

will demand much complicated in and out of pile apparatus: this in turn

will lead to space problems and collision of interests and apparatus both in

and out of the reactor. One should not therefore have too great expectations

of being able to run many irradiation experiments in a research reactor at

the same time. On the other hand we suggest that the experimental pro-

gramme must increase if the basic information required to reach a

satisfactory understanding of radiation damage effects is to be obtained.

Thus our principal conclusion is that one reactor can never suffice to

meet the experimental requirements of a broad research programme,

necessitating therefore cooperative research programmes among the

EAES countries.

GW



Reactor

Merlin

Merlin x /

BR-II

DR-2 x/

Pegase/
Getr

HFR

R - 2

DR-3

EL-3 x/

FR-2

Dido

Dido x/

Pluto x /

DMTR x /

ISPRA-lx/

Diorit

Location

Jiilich
Germany

Alderm aston
Great Britain
Mol
Belgium
Ris o
Denmark
Saclay
France

Petten

Studsvik
Sweden

Risö
Denmark
Saclay
France
Karlsruhe
Germany
Julich
Germany
Harwell
Great Britain

Harwell
Great Britain
Dounreay
Great Britain
Ispra
Italy
Wurenlingen
Switzerland

Thermal
Power
MW

5

5

50

5

30

20

30

10

15

12

10

10

10

10

5

12,5

Max Thermal
Flux 2
n/cm sec

5 x l O 1 3

5 x l O 1 3

6 x l O 1 4

101 4

5 x l O 1 4

3 , i O U

101 4

101 4

3 x l 0 1 3

1014

1014

1014

1014

8 x l O 1 3

Max Fast
Flux -
n/cm sec

2x 1014xx/

2x 1014xx/

2 x l O 1 5

3 x l O 1 4

1016

1013

11 x 1013

Date
Critical

1959

Oct.
1958
1960

Dec.
1958

1960/61

1960

1960

1960

July
1957

1959/60

1960/61

Nov
1956

Oct
1957
May
1958

March
1959
1959

U
Enrichm.
%

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

1,4

0 ,7

90

90

90

90

20

0,7

Moderator
Coolant

H2°

Be
H n

2.
Hz°
H2°
H2O

H2°
D ,°
D2°
D2O

DZ°
D2°
D2°
D2°
D2°
DZ°

Major Loop
Locations
in Core

1

1

5

-

3

3

5

9

2

3

4

4

8

8

2

7

Glory
Holes

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

I

2

1

1

4

4

3

1

Radial
Beam Tubes
rom Core

8

8

5

8

1

10

8

-

12

10

2

2

-

-

13

4

Tangent
Beam Tubes

2

2

4

1

-

-

2

-

4

-

-

-

-

-

6

-

Pool

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Loop
Locations
in Reflector

-

_

-

-

-

-

6

2

-

8

8

6

6

1

~

x / Completed
xx/ Epithermal







LIST OF AVAILABLE AE-REPORTS
Additional copies available at the library of

AB ATOMENERGI
Stockholm - Sweden

AINo

1

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

IS

19

20

21

22

23

25

26

Title

Calculation of the geometric buckling for reactors
of various shapes.

The variation of the reactivity with the number,
diameter and length of the control rods in a heavy
water natural uranium reactor.

Comparison of filter papers and an electrostatic
prccipitator for measurements on radioactive aero-
sols.

A slowing-down problem.

Absolute measurements with a 4ji-counter. (2nd
rev. ed)

Monte Carlo calculations of neutron fhermaliza-
tion m a heterogeneous system.

Metallurgical viewpoints on the brittleness of be-
ryllium.

Swedish research on aluminium reactor technology.

Cross sections and neutron yields for UMS, UMS

and PuM* at 2200 m/sec.

Geometric buckling measurements using the pulsed
neutron source method.

iron plug in Rl.

GARLIC, a shielding program for GAmma Radi-
ation from Line- and Cylinder-sources

On the spherical harmonic expansion of the
neutron angular distribution function.

The Dancoff correction in various geometries.

Radioactive nuchdes formed by irradiation of the
natural elements with thermal neutrons.

The resonance integral of gold.

Sources of gamma radiation in a reactor core

Optimisation of gas-cooled reactors with the aid
of mathematical computers.

The fast fission effect in a cylindrical fuel element.

The temperature coefficient of the resonance inte-
gral for uranium metal and oxide.

Definition of the diffusion constant in one-group
theory

A study of some temperature effects on the pho-
nons in aluminium by use of cold neutrons

The effect of a diagonal control rod in a cylindrical
reactor.

Amhor

N. G Sjöstrand

H. McCnrkk

R Wiener

1. Carlvik, B Persbagen

Kerstin Martinsson

T. Högben

C. Lagerberg

B. Forsen

N. G. Sjöstrand
J. S. Story

N. G. Sjöstrand, J. Uedms,
T. Nilsson

R. Nilsson, / . Braun

M. Roos

S. Depken

1. Carlvik, B. Pirshagen

K. Ekberg

K. Jirlow, E. Johansson

M. Roos

P. H. Margen

1. Carlvik, B Pershagen

P. Blomberg, E Hellstrand,
S. Homer

N G Sjöstrand

K-E. Ursson, V. Dahlborg,
S. Holmryd

T. Nilsson, N. G. Sjöstrand

Printed
ia

1958

1958

1958

1958

1958

1959

1960

1960

1960

1959

195S

1959

1959

1959

1959

1959

1959

1959

1959

1960

1960

1960

1960

Pages

23

24

4

14

20

13

14

13

34

12

24

36

53

23

29

19

21

33

25

25

8

32

4

Price
in

Sw. et.

3

3

4

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4
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